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Patient Blue 

-by Jeanne Matter- 

 

I was the first student ever to go to Dr. Newman’s lab. It was a strange setup. He kept a stable of 
cadavers for his own research and allowed other “scientists” to rent the cadavers for their research. My 
Community College Radiographic Technology program was allowed to have students at the facility 
because Dr. Abrams, the premier Radiologist in the Quad Cities, was renting the cadavers to take 
radiographic images to be included in his latest textbook. It was a win-win situation. We got the 
opportunity to make as many mistakes as we usually did without unnecessary radiation to a living patient 
and Dr. Abrams got radiographs for his textbook without having to pay real techs real money. 

It had been a bad week for me. What a joke; I never had good weeks anymore! I was excited to see the 
facility, though.  Nobody had come right out and said it, but I was confident that I was selected as the first 
student because the instructors knew I would give a great first impression. I was older and had a fairly 
decent resume filled with midlevel jobs in business. I knew how to carry myself professionally. 

I arrived 10 minutes early, of course, and had to wait 20 minutes on an orange plastic chair in the 
small waiting area. I would never make anyone, not even a student, wait so long in such an uncomfortable 
chair! I was already nervous and the slight hum of my background noise was escalating as I thought how 
this might portend the rest of my day. 

Eventually, a young, blonde, annoyed, skinny woman opened the door and with barely a glance at me, 
said, “Follow me.”  

She proceeded to run through a maze of hallways leading to our destination. I wanted to yell at her to 
please slow down, we aren’t all aerobics instructors here! I was getting more and more anxious as I started 
to sweat. I couldn’t catch my breath. She finally disappeared behind an unmarked door. I didn’t catch it in 
time and had to knock. She didn’t open the door right away, either, it was at least a minute. It was utterly 
outrageous that she would treat me like that! I couldn’t believe how rude this woman was! I was working 
on a short but effective indignant speech in my head and so I didn’t immediately notice the cadavers. But 
once I did! 

  “Oh!” Now I was really out of breath. My first impression was of rows of bright red snow-sleds on 
the floor, each containing a person in a bright blue snowsuit. The colors were bold and primary, childlike, 
fun. On second glance, it became clear that the people in the sleds were not right. Sleeping, maybe. Or, oh, 
that’s right, dead. And then it became clear that they weren’t wearing blue snowsuits, but were actually 
nude with bright blue skin! And slightly overstuffed, the blue skin taut and with a slight sheen. The 
strangest thing I had ever seen! I saw a movie once about people who had mutations and one of the 
characters was a shape shifter. Her skin was blue like this. Were these dead people mutations? 

Meanwhile, the rude stick woman pushed through a swinging door without a word to me. I was stuck 
in place. I am a compulsive counter so I counted 24 cadavers. Fourteen were women, ten men. I searched 
the faces, the skin smooth and tight. Impossible to guess an age. Well, if I had to guess, I would guess 
young. Like, all of them in their twenties. Does blue skin make a person look younger?  

The rude stick woman pushed back through the swinging door. She was carrying a clipboard with a 
mess of papers. She stopped at one of the cadavers and said, “This one.” She pushed the foot pedal at the 
base of the sled and it began to rise. Once the cadaver was at about hip height, the woman let it stop. I 
found myself peering at the cadaver; she seemed so alive, as if she were sleeping peacefully. I think I was 
trying to catch her chest rising. Did her mouth just twitch? I took a step closer and realized the room was 
completely silent. I glanced up at the woman and she was absolutely glaring at me! I faltered back a step 
and started to stammer, “W-w-what?” I was really taken aback; she seemed furious with me. 

“Grab a film.” She barely tilted her head toward the swinging door. I leapt for the door, an instinctive 
reaction to her venomous stance against me. What was wrong with this woman?! My adrenaline was 
pumping, my vision had narrowed to a pinhole, and I was feeling as if I might pass out or vomit. I wildly 
scanned the room and found a stack of x-ray cassettes and grabbed the top one. Right before I hit the 
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swinging door, my body stopped. It was a surprise to 
me! Why was I stopping? Move! But my body took a 
deep breath and then a second one, and that really 
helped to calm me. I pushed through the doors and 
headed toward the nasty woman, holding the cassette 
out to her. She didn’t take it. I kept looking at her 
hand, finally pushing the cassette into it. She snatched 
her hand away. “The 14 by 17!” she shouted at me, as if 
I were an imbecile. Her teeth were actually bared! 
Well, that galvanized me! My fear and trembling, 
timidity and anxiety, nausea and lightheadedness, all 
of it vanished. Gone like my husband of 25 years. I got 
mad! 

“Well, how am I supposed to know what size 
cassette?! I don’t know what exam you’re doing, I’ve 
never seen a blue corpse, and I don’t even know who 
you are! How dare you yell at me!” I stood there, 
panting, glaring at her. She actually dropped her gaze 
first. What? How did that happen? I felt jubilant, I 
was the winner! I was tempted to do a little victory 
dance. But in the back of my mind, my small quiet 
voice was concerned. So much strong emotion was 
not good for me. Like a roller coaster ride. An extreme 
roller coaster. Like a trip to the moon and back in 10 
minutes… 

She sighed. “I’m Laurie. We’re doing the humerus. 
The cadavers are blue because some genius didn’t 
want anybody to forget that they aren’t alive. They 
inject them with a bunch of chemicals so they are 
pliable and will last a long time. It preserves them. So 
would you please put that cassette back and grab the 
14 by 17?” 

“Yes, dear,” I replied. I smiled at her. I thanked her. 
I returned the wrong cassette, got the correct one and 
went back into the room. Laurie was fitting a strange 
looking contraption onto the cadaver’s arm. 

“What’s that?” I came closer to see what she was 
doing. 

“It’s a bone breaker.” 
I stared at her, astonished. 
“Doctor wants x-rays of trauma patients. He wants 

different bones broken. Yesterday I did the unbroken 
views. Now we need to get the broken ones.” 

She continued to move the contraption up the 
patient’s arm as I looked on, dismayed. This did not 
seem right. I glanced at the patient’s face and nearly 
jumped out of my skin! Her eyes were open. She 
blinked, slowly and deliberately. I couldn’t possibly be 
seeing this right. I looked again. Her eyes were still 
open. What the heck?! She was looking at me, 
pleading with me, her eyes large and almost glowing. 
What the double heck?! As I stood there, slightly bent 
forward, frozen in space and time, Laurie got the 

contraption in place and starting winding the straps. 
The patient’s arm bunched and strained and I heard a 
small pop as the humerus broke. That was all it took 
for me! I jumped back, shrieking! I must have scared 
Laurie half to death because she jumped, too, and 
knocked the sled off its lift and onto its side so that 
the patient started to slide out and onto the floor. 

“What the fuck?!” Laurie yelled. “What is the 
matter with you?!” She swung through the internal 
door as I frantically fumbled for the doorknob of the 
door to the hallway. I screamed my head off as I ran 
down the hallway, looking back only one time, to see 
the patient up on her unaffected arm, trying to pull 
herself toward me, her eyes pleading with me, 
unblinking, unwavering, glowing, terrifying. So much 
screaming. 

I must have passed out then. I don’t remember the 
next few days. There was some rigmarole about 
sedation and a break from reality and not just a few 
days in a certain wing at the hospital. I am not at all 
ashamed to admit that it took me some time to 
recover from that terrible, terrible experience. 
Everyone kept talking about the stress I was under. Of 
course I was under stress! Nobody believed me! I 
didn’t expect my ex-husband to believe me, he was 
too busy with his new wife, the 25 year old tramp. He 
was too busy doing yoga and researching organic 
chicken farming. I did expect a little more 
understanding from my children, children I carried in 
my womb for nine months each. But no, they had 
been brainwashed. My son even mentioned her name 
in my presence! I wanted to vomit! 

I was imprisoned for over a week before I figured 
out that I just needed to tell them what they wanted 
to hear. Yes, yes, it was a hallucination and yes, I need 
to be on medication and yes, I was just under so much 
stress. Yes, I wanted to vomit again! 

Finally they released me and I was allowed to go 
home. Well, not exactly “home,” but to the apartment 
I had rented after being forced out of my real home. 
From 5,500 square feet to 800. From three quarters of 
an acre to the second story of a second-hand shop 
downtown. From views of rolling hills and beautiful 
homes to views of seedy, drab, bankrupt storefronts. I 
had been forced to keep my curtains drawn all the 
time. But once I was home and after several days of 
having nothing to do, I pulled my curtains open just 
to have a glimpse of the sky.  

I couldn’t believe what I saw! 
She was sitting on the sidewalk in front of the shoe 

repair store across the street, looking up at my front 
window! The blue patient from the lab! There were no 
words to describe how I felt. I was stunned beyond 
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words, beyond thought. She wasn’t as blue as she had 
been in the lab but still a freakish pale blue, almost 
luminescent. She sat on the sidewalk, her arms and 
legs akimbo. She stared at me, her large round eyes 
unblinking, pleading with me. Pleading for what? 
What did she want? What did she want from me? I 
had nothing to do with it! I was just a student! Well, 
not any longer – I wanted nothing to do with that 
program ever again! I grabbed the curtains to snap 
them closed and accidentally pulled them off the wall. 
For crying out loud! Why was everything in my life 
going so terribly awry?! I stumbled backwards so that 
she couldn’t see me any longer and I collapsed on the 
floor.  

I’m not sure how long I 
was on the floor, probably 
having another hysterical 
episode, but I finally woke 
up. It was dark out. I did not 
want to look out the window 
but I couldn’t help myself. I 
crawled to the window and 
peeked out. She was gone. 
Oh, the relief! I believe I 
actually laughed out loud! 
That craziness was behind 
me! I stood up and wiped my 
hands of the whole thing. I 
triumphantly gazed out the 
window, looking down on 
the shabby, ugly street. I 
would not be here much 
longer, no sir! I went into my 
superwoman stance. It 
always makes me feel 
invincible. Maybe I should try the Nursing program! 

A slight movement from the lower corner of the 
window caught my eye. I leaned forward, resting my 
forehead on the glass, and peered down to the 
sidewalk in front of my building. There she was, 
craning her neck to better fix her eyes upon me. No! 
No! No! I stumbled back and fell, hitting my head 
hard enough to see actual stars. 

I panicked, of course.  
I just couldn’t figure out why. Why was she after 

me? What did she want from me? I tried to stay away 
from the window but I just couldn’t. I kept peeking 
out, then retreating to gather my thoughts. Then 
peeking again. She was always there, looking up at 
me, growing less blue as time passed. By the second 
day she was barely blue at all. Just a tinge.  

Eventually she disappeared from view but I wasn’t 
fooled this time. I needed to prepare. I needed a plan 

to get away so she couldn’t follow me.  
I quit answering my phone. I just needed to think!  
My son came by one day. Sanctimonious prick. I 

ended up screaming at him to get the fuck out and 
leave me the fuck alone. Mommy dearest, indeed!  

It took days but I finally had my plan. I gathered 
my belongings about me and started the process of 
talking myself up. I reminded myself of the 
circumstances of my birth, how my mother and father 
had treated me like a princess. Because I was one! I 
thought about what a success I was at school. Maybe 
not the best school and maybe not the best student 
but I ended up graduating! I had plenty of jobs after 

that; I worked in retail and I 
was the administrative 
assistant to the mayor for a 
short time. That’s nothing to 
sneeze at! And my home! I 
thought about that and how I 
had decorated every square 
inch and how jealous all the 
other women in the 
neighborhood were, of my 
house and immaculate lawn 
and flower gardens. Those 
bitches never had half as 
much class as I do! I thought 
of my children when they 
were young, when they still 
allowed me to dress them 
and decorate their rooms. I 
would take them out and I 
could just sense how people 
respected me and wanted to 
have the darling family that I 

did. Maybe I had a few setbacks lately but I would rise 
again! No doubt about that! 

That took some time, to talk myself up, let me tell 
you! Finally, I was ready. I felt like an old-fashioned, 
glamorous actress on the verge of her comeback. I’m 
ready for my close-up, Mr. DeMille!  

I flung open the door and there she was, right 
outside my door, sitting on the landing! I practically 
fell on top of her! Her limbs were white, almost 
dazzling. Her long arms and legs folded and flung out, 
trying to trap me in some dangerous yoga pose! Her 
eyes were as blue as her skin used to be, accusing me. 
What had I done?! It was outrageous! I had not ever 
done anything wrong, not ever, not once in my whole 
entire life!  

I jumped back, slammed the door, and locked it. 
So now I am defeated. I don’t have a plan. I don’t 

know what to do. I will probably die. 
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Not My Type 

-by John R. Turner- 

 
“He’s not my type, he’s not anywhere NEAR my type,”  
I overheard her say in the hall.  
 
I can tell  
she’s some kind of script, one of those wedding-card  
fake-engraving kind of fonts —  
No matter what I do, I’ve always been Poster Bodoni 72 point bold.  
 
In a world forcing us all into twelve-point Times New Roman 
what happens to the Westminsters (sounds old and Anglophile, but actually  
            it’s a cool ultramodern font that works for Cyberpunk novels)             
the Dom Casuals, the copperplates with everything they say in clear, small caps  
and dare we mention horror fonts, the Bleeding Cowboys, the Rippers, Psycho fonts  
                        with ink squibbing off in every direction — 
 
To hell with them. 
 
Leave me the Medusas, the Muchas, or just an Art Nouveau font, and I’ll sit here in   
            Innisfree letting Bill Butler 
weave me yarns in warm Irish tweed —  
 
full stop.   
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Musings on Frosty the Snowman 

-by Scott Clauss- 

12/5/19 
Last night at the grocery store I was really boogying down to the holiday classic, “Frosty the 
Snowman.” It’s interesting that it never occurred to me that the lyrics are far more sinister than 
an innocent charismatic snowman brought to life by magic. 
 
First, let’s start with what we know about this suspicious mystic character made of snow.  Despite 
his transitive state, melting all the time, he remains, “a jolly happy soul, with a corncob pipe and 
a button nose, and two eyes made out of coal.” At this point of the story one could have little 
doubt that Frosty was at the very least, a drug user. Who the hell knows what’s in that pipe, as he 
happily melts away? And the button nose? Well, seeing and hearing an imaginary snowman 
sounds a lot like a peyote button trip. And finally the two eyes made out of coal: pupils so dilated 
beyond belief that they are literally mistaken for coal by the impressionable children, who are 
certainly high themselves by this point of the song, thanks to Frosty: “He was made of snow, but 
the children know, how he came to life one day.” 
 
“There must have been some magic in that old silk hat they found.” Magic, indeed!  The hat is 
obviously where Frosty kept his stash. Out-of-sight, safe from the water contamination of his 
constant perspiration, the hat itself holds the secret to the very spell that brings him to life. 
“When they placed it on his head he began to dance around . . .” It would be gross parental negli-
gence at this point to not assume the hat contained Frosty’s drugs.  
 
From there we move rather rapidly into the fractal plateau of the children’s psychedelic experi-
ence. Patterns become intricate, colors more vibrant than their little minds have ever seen before, 
and a lulled sense of harmony and oneness begins to permeate the frolicking mob: “Oh, Frosty, 
the Snowman, was alive as he could be; and the children say he could laugh and play, just the 
same as you and me.” 
 
But alas, our merry spiritual traveler was well aware of his existential crisis; the good times were 
not to last. This is the first point of the song we hear Frosty allegedly speak, and his warning of 
the un-chilling final dysphoric fate that awaited them all must’ve been enough to rattle the heart 
of every unfortunate present that sunny day. “Frosty the Snowman, knew the sun was hot that 
day. So he said, let's run, and we’ll have some fun, now, before I melt away.” What did he mean? 
Melt away? Frosty couldn’t possibly melt away. Not now that we’re all having so much fun . . . 
 
“Down to the village, with a broomstick in his hand.” At this point of the song the drugs begin to 
turn savagely on Frosty. Clutching the broomstick in his hand, he systematically made his way 
through the jovial crowd of stoned adolescents, walloping them at random with most indiscrimi-
nate brutality. Those who had come down sufficiently enough to feel their feet began to run, 
while those that couldn’t, stared petrified into the coal-black emptiness of Frosty’s enraged manic 
eyes as he swung viciously about the crowd. “Thumpety, thump-thump, thumpety, thump-
thump; look at that Frosty go!” 
 
To put myself there, it must’ve been a frightening spectacle. At any rate, the scene finally caused 
enough of an uproar to attract the attention of local law enforcement. And from the sound of it, 
not Frosty’s first time on the wrong side of the law. “He led them down the streets of town, right 
to a traffic cop. And only paused a moment, when he heard him holler, Stop!” Frosty then “had to 
hurry on his way,” the cowardly pusher that he was, issuing a final warning to the tripped-out 
flogged-senseless children of the square that day. “He waved goodbye, sayin’ don't you cry, I’ll be 
back again some day.”  
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 Le Claire 
-by Kyarra Sweeney- 

 
And can it be that I was called? Would you will that I be chosen?  
Your love, tender mercy, and forgiveness has been woven 
Into my days, and I thank you for the warmth when surrounding me is frozen  
Prepare me please, may I be ready, may you help keep me aware  
The Day is coming, I don’t know how, I don’t know when, or even where 
Until it comes, I’m sure you’ll find me, writing to you, in Le Claire  
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“Date Night” 
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Acrylic on Canvas 
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“Jade” - by Kyarra Sweeney 
 
It’s 9:11pm, you know how much I hate those numbers 
There’s a heart made of drift wood in the furniture aisle, reality check that I feel lost at sea  
I’m just waiting for my box of tapes, looking for any way to make sense of this  
I need an explanation, biggest cliff hanger of life right here 
No helmet when you ride, hard headed,  
No seatbelt either, but you stay strapped  
 
The world keeps on spinning for everyone, mine is out of orbit  
 
My clothes smell like you, I know you wore them  
Now I carry you on my skin, fuck  
I miss you so much  
Come back for me this place is not my home  
Come lay with me I hate feeling alone  
Unexplained markings  
Failed attempts to reach you 
 
She’s not at all like you and that’s why I love her  
 
Forgive me for leaving I never stay put, you know this  
Second attempt and she packed all my stuff 
Called all my bluffs  
You had all my things as if I was still there,  
Shirts in the drawer and shoes in the closet  
Wake me up please, I beg you, I’m trapped  
You’d say I could do better, I call her the best  
I told you that proudly, I said it with my chest  
 
Do you remember that day? I’m sorry I hurt you 
I’m sorry I was honest I should have just lied  
Told you I moved on, just to hold on to pride  
 
After you left, she followed  
After her mom left, I almost lost her  
So much left nothing ever goes right  
 
I’m angered by all the goodbyes made by people who’ve never said hello 
Must be national coming out day 
These people are strangers to me  
Where have they been ? ..... more importantly, where was I ?  
 
Nova was there for me every step of the way 
She stayed up for hours but I wanted Ley  
 
Timing has never been on my side. 
(Should get that tattooed, speaking of, 
I should get mine removed)  
 
Had you tatted on me even before you died  
I forgave you even before you lied  
Gave you a ring hoping you’d be my bride  
Had you tatted on me even before you died  
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Reminiscing Black Sheep 
-by Kyarra Sweeney- 
 

I’m in touch with my past we frequently touch base  
reminiscing about the days they called me a faggot disgrace  
 
shunned from the table, and family conversations 
do you know what it’s like to get home tired and have hateful confrontations ? 
 
do you know what it’s like to come home and not feel at home ? 
i was grateful to wake up, but it was bittersweet like honeycomb  
 
can you relate to my story ? 
i was drowning in my pain, just kept swimming like dory  
 
got my chance to leave the house and created a safe space  
had to get a job despite me fighting depression  
“Sorry there’s no crying in the workplace” 
 
only took about a month for me to fall into addiction  
wish I was lying about this stuff, my whole story’s non fiction  
 
don’t feel bad for me if there’s one thing I don’t care for, it’s pity  
don’t invite me to your church or some drug free committee  
 
“happy New Years mom I really miss you” 
“you wouldn’t have to miss me if you repented”  
“that homosexual sin has you demented” 
yea, those things were really said, it’s not invented 
 
“love is love” disgusted my parents, ashamed to call me their child  
the black sheep of the family, last names are defiled 
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Black Sheep in Colors 
by Kyarra Sweeney- 

 

im a black sheep with a heart painted in my true colors  
love is red: dad you barely show it, makes me wish that i was dead  
hope is orange: some stories sound like mine, but none exactly, no pun intended  
happiness is yellow: thc against ptsd, reverse anxiety to mellow  
growth is green: to anyone who’s in the dirt, before you adult you have to be a teen 
pain is blue: the tears help me slip past the depression that im going through 
healing is purple: bandage up life, im misshapen in some places, im not meant to be a perfect circle  
im a black sheep with a heart made of many colors, each have an identity  
im a black sheep with intentions to live my life in color 
black is serenity  
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ANGRY BLACK WOMAN TAKE OFF YOUR MASK 

-by Beni Smith- 

     

     Hi I’m Bennie, Benay or Benai or whatever you choose to call me. Even when I tell you how 

to pronounce it you still seem to not get it right. Of course, my mother is BEAUTIFUL BLACK 

and of course we have unusual names but if I can pronounce Becky and Susie then you should 

learn how to pronounce Beni.  

     Now that we have gotten the introductions out of the way let me smile for you. Because I 

look angry right? And my tall stance and the directness in my voice intimidates you. You call it 

aggressive. I call it confidence.  

    Yes, I wear weave and my voice doesn’t give you the accent that you’re accustomed to from a 

black FEMALE. You call that acting white. I wear weave because it’s my first amendment right. 

My voice, I have no control over that nor do I want to. But don’t let the voice fool you I was 

born and raised in the ghetto.  

     You call it the Ghetto I call it living amongst my color. Why should living amongst blacks 

seen so bad in your eyes. Matter of fact I love it there. Someone comes up to me at least once a 

week to sell me stuff that they stole out of your white suburban neighborhood.  

ROBINHOOD . . .  

 
 

Only if I Could Read 

-by Beni Smith- 

 

Only if I could read, I would know what’s going on around me. I must learn how. What are all 

these blocks of paper that they keep from us. All these books and they only pick one to read to 

us. That one is called the Bible. Don’t Preach to me or Teach to me about your unstable God a 

God that you say it say, “that having slaves is okay.” 

What do the others books say I wonder do they explain why they disgrace us misplace us and 

take us from our land.  Directions on how to capture a slave, shackle a slave, sell a slave, beat a 

slave, rape a slave Hang a slave from the Sycamore tree. ‘They can’t say anything else. They 

don’t do anything else. 

We are not allowed to touch or go near them. I wonder if the books could tell me who they sold 

my children to or a map or some sort to get us off this plantation.  

Only if I could read . . . F R E E D O M 
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Material Sins 

-Patrick Markovich- 
 

The weight of the cleaver was familiar in my hand. The balance and length of the knife might as well 
have been an extension of my arm. The first knife I used in the butchering process was also the first knife I 
had ever learned how to wield. It was my father’s meat cleaver. When I was twelve, he had shown me how to 
raise the blade evenly with the cut of meat, in this case: a lamb’s leg. Without warning, he brought the blade 
down on the leg of the lamb in one swift motion. The loud thunk of the knife hitting the metal table 
underneath the lamb made me jump back. I still remember what he had said to me all those years ago. “Be 
confident and swift in your cuts. You must make sure you are as fast as you are strong. This specific cut 
should only take one time.” He told me as he wiped the blade clean, “It’s sloppiness that creates mistakes. 
Mistakes lose us money. We can’t afford to lose anything.” 

I was pondering those words as I raised my arm like he had taught me. Confident like always, I thought 
as I brought my father’s cleaver down decisively. I felt a slight hesitation in my bicep as I forced the knife 
down, immediately aware that something was wrong. This time, I didn’t feel the familiar metal thunk that I 
normally did when the cleaver connected with the table beneath the leg. The sound the cut produced was 
more of a dull cracking. It didn’t go all the way through, I thought.  

“Fuck!” I cried, pulling the knife from the leg causing blood to spurt onto my apron and glasses. I was 
lucky enough to keep the fluid away from my mouth. I took a long breath and turned away from the 
stainless-steel counter where the body laid. I had been making too many stupid mistakes like that recently. 
Those were the types of mistakes that forced me into this position in the first place. Normally, I would have 
been fucked after a single mistake like that, but my client only needed cuts from the thigh and back. Luckily, 
the corpse on the table had enough meat in the other thigh to satisfy the needs of my customers. I checked 
the black book I kept in the kitchen to make sure I had the manifestation field correctly inscribed on the 
table.  

Being a butcher is already a delicate craft, but butchering ghosts adds so much more nuance to the job. 
When butchering ghosts there are more factors to consider than just the sharpness of my blade and my 
upper body strength. I had to consider which sigils to use on my blade to affect the level of decay on the 
undead, I had to make sure the manifestation field held long enough to complete the task of butchering the 
entire ghost, and most importantly I had to make sure to dispose of the excess soul of the specimen so they 
had safe passage to the afterlife. My father left the black book with me when he died. It was small leather-
bound notebook with all his handwritten notes on his invention. His handwriting was neat, and the 
organization of the pages and sections had a surgical precision. That was simply the kind of man my father 
was: neat, efficient, and thorough.  

He had taught me everything I knew about the process of butchering ghosts. Dad had been practicing 
alchemy, witchcraft, and culinary arts since before scientists discovered the existence of a new type of 
renewable energy: magic. Everyone was skeptical at first, but the discoveries made by the Socialized Medical 
and Community Department proved the existence of forces that couldn’t be explained by modern science. 
Nevertheless, these new magical discoveries were rolled out to the public by professors and social workers 
employed by the SMCD. This was no surprise to people like my father who had already been using alchemy 
and minor spells long before it was public knowledge. Once science decided to work together with the 
paranormal new markets began to open up. Suddenly, fossil fuels were becoming obsolete along with the 
cars they powered. If you had the aptitude you could simply open a portal to work. If you didn’t have the 
education to create a portal, you could always pay a shaman to do it for you. My father saw an opportunity 
to use his knowledge and experience with both the occult and as a butcher to transform his shop. He had 
developed a method independently (although many other scientists and amateur spiritualists developed 
similar methods) to manifest the meat of dead livestock as if they were still fresh. Not only was the slaughter 
more humane, but the meat was fresher and lasted longer than organic meat. The other advantage is that 
my father’s method allowed for double the amount of meat. After slaughtering the physical cow or pig he 
would capture the soul and repeat the process selling the ghost meat for a much higher price. As he 
continued to develop the craft he taught what he knew to me and recorded his lessons in the black book. 
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I turned back from the black book to the primary 
meat counter continuing with my work. At least if you 
mess up with a ghost you can just make the mistake 
disappear. To achieve this, I broke the manifestation 
field around the first leg purposely. However, I still 
wasn’t completely out of the woods because once the 
spiritual form was affected it could not be undone so I 
couldn’t afford to mess up on the next leg.  I watched 
for a moment as the matter dissipated from existence. 
I adjusted the symbols on the salt pattern spread 
across the table. When I poured the salt into the new 
pattern the next leg slowly began to appear. I wasn’t 
used to this kind of manifestation field and I certainly 
wasn’t used to this kind of cut, so I forgave myself for 
making a slight mistake. The adjustment caused the 
second leg to appear on the table, so I prepared to cut 
the next leg. I remembered my father’s words once 
again. I imagined his ghost lifting my arm a little 
higher than I had lifted it before. Be confident, and 
make sure to match the speed with the strength. It’s 
understandable to mess up the first time, but you won’t 
get as many chances in the real world. Okay, now go 
hard and fast, chop the leg! This time my muscles 
twitched with effort as I slammed the cleaver through 
the upper thigh hearing the terminal thunk against 
the metal table. 

“Thank God,” I whispered to myself, placing my 
cleaver down with a sigh. I rested my arms for a bit 
looking around the red room. That’s what my dad had 
always called it, but I always thought the name was a 
little dishonest, or at least hyperbolic. The room was 
more gray than it was red. The main meat counter in 
the middle of the room reminded me of an altar the 
way its sides went all the way to the floor. All the 
counters were steel and reflective, and I always kept 
them sanitized to keep up with health codes. If I was 
honest with myself, I was a better cleaner than I was a 
butcher. The counters surrounding the altar were wall 
mounted and lined with both material and 
supernatural supplies. There were books and knives 
surrounding the middle altar sometimes giving the 
illusion that I was some sort of demonic priest rather 
than a butcher. That may have been what my father 
was going for when he designed the red room. It was 
always difficult to figure out just what that man was 
thinking. 

I inherited the place after he died. So, his legacy 
fell to me. The place had declined since I took over. 
Not in appearance or cleanliness, but the quality of 
the meat certainly had declined. I simply didn’t have 
the same skills as he did. A butcher is more than just 
someone who prepares meat; butchers are artists. My 
father was an artist. I was not. I wasn’t a bad butcher 

and I rarely made mistakes, but there was something 
different. The customers were able to tell that 
something was just off about the way I prepared the 
meat in contrast to my father. It was most likely the 
magical aspects of the craft that made my mediocrity 
clear to my father’s former customers. Many of the 
regulars left, since arcane butcher shops were 
becoming more and more common. I even had to 
lower prices to keep the place open as I also lived in 
the small apartment above the shop. The rent on the 
apartment was about all I could afford in all of New 
York, but I didn’t want to leave the city as it was all I 
had ever known. As mediocre as I was, this was the 
only thing my father had taught me; there was no plan 
b. I had no time for college, and barely any time for 
high school either so I ended up dropping out to 
pursue my father’s dream. Not because I wanted to, 
but because I had to. If it wasn’t for my poor skills, I 
wouldn’t have been forced to take this job in the first 
place, but I was in a bad spot. If I didn’t find a way to 
get cash fast the landlord would have evicted me, 
leaving me with essentially nothing. 

The tip about the job came from a customer 
named Adam a few weeks prior to the butchering of 
my current package. I saw him browsing the front 
counter of the small shop which was attached to the 
red room with a large metal door. There was one case 
of meat on the front end and another on the side wall. 
The packages of meat were separated by cut and 
animal, but also between organic and paranormal. 
Adam came in at least once a week. He was an 
extremely loyal customer to my father. He kept 
coming to the shop even after my father had died. To 
me it seemed like he felt obligated to support the shop 
since he loved my father’s work and cared about him. 
Adam was a chef in a pretty high-end restaurant in 
Manhattan, so I knew he noticed the decline in the 
quality of the meat after my father died. Adam was 
browsing the supernatural meat section on a late 
Tuesday afternoon when he turned to me at the 
counter. He was the only one in the shop that 
afternoon besides me, which wasn’t all that 
uncommon. The sun shone through the narrow front 
windows on either side of the door, barely assisting 
the harsh fluorescent lighting of the shop. Adam still 
wore his work uniform of a cotton white jacket and 
dark grey pants, but the late afternoon sun created a 
low orange hue on the white fabric. The sun cast long 
shadows across Adam’s face making him look much 
older than he really was. His cleanly trimmed beard 
and sharp jawline were masked by the darkness, 
which caused me to wonder if he was really the man 
my father had known for so many years.  
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“Nothing is really striking me today,” Adam 
mused as he browsed the supernatural section. 

“I’m sorry, it’s probably my fault. I haven’t been 
able to buy as much product since profits are down. 
We should be getting some beef and pork soul cuts 
next week though.” I felt uncomfortable talking to the 
customers up front. As much as I felt like I couldn’t 
live up to my father’s legacy, I would still rather work 
in the back than have to describe my product. 

“No, that’s not the problem. What you have out 
now is fine, I’m just looking for something new. 
Everyone has what you got now and I’m not saying 
that’s a bad thing, but your father was a pioneer in 
this industry, although I don’t think he got the 
recognition he deserved. I do think there are some 
new opportunities he would have explored if he were 
alive today.” I couldn’t read the expression on Adam’s 
downcast face as he spoke since the shadows 
obscured it. 

“I’m sorry? I’m not sure what you’re getting at,” I 
said. 

“Well I’ve just been thinking about some of the 
unexplored aspects of this profession and I’ve been 
talking to people in the business. I have a special 
order I could give to you from some very special 
buyers.” Adam moved closer to the counter with a 
package of phantom ground beef in hand. 

“What kind of special order, and why me 
specifically?” I asked as I weighed the meat on the 
scale above the counter. 

“Because you’re charging eight dollars a pound 
on this premium phantom beef. You can’t get by with 
prices that low and I know your customers are 
flocking to other competitors. This thing wouldn’t 
exactly be on the level, but it’s unchartered territory 
and my clients would make sure you’re taken care of.” 
Adam’s tone was conspiratorial as he handed me a 
twenty-dollar bill for his fifteen-dollar meat. 

“I’m still not following.  What exactly is this job?” 
I asked, getting a little frustrated. 

“They want the ghost of a child. He died in a fire 
about thirty years ago and they want a taste of human 
flesh. Listen kid, I know how this sounds, but the 
boy’s already dead and if you don’t do something 
soon, you’re gonna end up homeless or worse. 
Landlords don’t fuck around when it comes to their 
bottom line. Plus, it ain’t even illegal!  My clients have 
checked into it with their lawyers and even if 
someone did have a case the kid died alone. His 
mother died in the fire with him and the father was 
never in the picture.” My heart sank as he explained 
what he wanted me to do. 

“Sure, summoning a demon isn’t technically 

illegal either, but stuff like that is just fucked up. It 
must be against some laws of human nature or 
something, right? I just . . . I couldn’t fucking do that . 
. . why would you even ask?” I wasn’t considering 
doing it at that point, but before I could protest 
further, Adam was scribbling something on an 
envelope. He slid the thick envelope across the table 
with an address written on the face of it. 

“If you capture the ghost at this address and do 
the job well, I can guarantee you will never have to 
work again. They only want some cuts of the thigh 
and back. I’m sure you’ll find a way to make it work. 
Consider this an advance, but if you don’t call me in 
two weeks, I’ll just find someone else. Pay your rent, 
get your head on straight, and then figure out how 
you want to live the rest of your life. You’re not the 
only one in this city with the skills for the job, but I 
feel I owe this to your father.”  As Adam continued to 
speak I opened the envelope, marveling at the 
thousands of dollars contained in it. It was more 
money than I had ever seen in my life. For a brief 
moment, I wondered if my dad would be ashamed 
that I took the money, but I knew in truth that he 
wouldn’t be. Money was one of the few things my dad 
cared about. Money, his craft, and me were the only 
things that man ever thought of. I let Adam walk out 
of the shop without saying much more to him, but I 
kept that money in the safe underneath the register. 

I stared at the leg then, the human leg on the 
table. As real as the one attached to my hip, only 
shorter and less dense. I was disgusted with myself 
that I accepted Adam’s request, but I felt like this was 
my last option. I could’ve developed my craft, I 
could’ve become like my father, but instead I chopped 
the leg off of an innocent child. Sure, he may have 
been dead, but maybe that was worse. He was a child 
who had already suffered in life. A child who was so 
grief-stricken by his death that he was trapped as a 
ghost on the wrong side of reality. He probably thinks 
he’s still alive. The thought made me nauseous, but I 
pressed on, picking up a longer, sharper knife used for 
carving. I began to cut swift pieces of flesh and meat 
from the child’s upper thigh trying not to retch as I 
sliced. I tried to keep my mind from accepting it, but 
the realization of what I was doing was starting to 
creep in. The room seemed to grow colder as I tried to 
focus my vision on the task at hand. I was almost 
done with the first section when a voice spoke from 
behind me. 

“Do you enjoy mutilating my son?” The voice was 
cold and sharp like the blade in my hands. It was the 
voice of a scolding, grieving mother. 

“No!” I yelped instinctively, but of course there 
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was no one in the room. I let the knife clatter to the 
table as I looked over my shoulder, but the room was 
empty of any life. I hastily grabbed for the black book, 
studying the symbols I needed to change to make the 
back of the child appear on the meat counter. I had 
fucked up one of the Latin words in the incantation 
during the first test run, but this time the back torso of 
the child appeared when I uttered the words. The only 
problem was his head appeared as well. 

“Fuck, fuck, fuck!” I screamed. The boy’s head 
turned to look at me with terror in his eyes. I shut my 
eyes tightly, picking up the carving knife with shaky 
hands. I felt the guiding hands of my father as I cut the 
long bits of flesh off the child’s back. He began to 
scream, his voice filled with nothing but pure horror 
and despair. 

“You coward! You are still desecrating him! Your 
father is only helping you because he’s a pig like you!” 
The chorus of the mother’s and son’s screams had to 
be the most soul-shaking thing I ever heard, but I took 
the cuts of meat in one gloved hand and dropped them 
into a package. Quickly, I opened my eyes and broke 
the manifestation barrier, catching a glimpse of the 
boy’s blue eyes and ginger hair before he vanished. 

I grabbed the package and sprinted towards the 
red room door, my other hand still gripping the 
carving knife tightly. I ran through the front end of the 
shop feeling the presence of the vengeful mother at my 
back. I just needed to get the package to Adam at his 
apartment. The apartment was only two blocks away 
and I was running faster than I ever had in my life. 
Most of the run was a blur, but the voice of the child’s 
mother persisted in my head. I was vaguely aware of 
the knife still in my hand as I ran up to the buzzer for 
Adam’s apartment. I frantically explained that I had 
the package and he buzzed me through the front 
doors. Adam lived on the twelfth floor, and the ascent 
felt like an eternity. During the climb I had the clarity 
to take off my blood-spattered apron and throw it 
down the flight of stairs. I resolved to get it later on my 
way out. I also decided to shove the knife behind me in 
my belt so I wouldn’t look entirely insane when I 
handed over the package to Adam. I arrived at his door 
with the package in hand as the ghost once again 
spoke to me. 

“You are despicable for what you did to my son. 
You’ll rot in hell for this if you don’t repent! You know 
you can’t let those people consume my innocent 
child!” The ghost spoke directly into my ear as Adam 
opened the door. 

“He- here just take it… I don’t want it anymore. 
Just take this shit and get me my money!” I half yelled 
at Adam my voice wavering between fear and rage. 

“Calm down man,” Adam’s voice was low as he 
spoke, “you’re gonna scare the fucking clients!” 
Suddenly, a flicker of something flowed within me. 

“The buyers are here? In your apartment?” I 
asked. 

“I’ll fucking kill them!” The specter said this in my 
ear as Adam nodded slowly, apparently not hearing the 
vengeful spirit. I tried to curl my lips into a half smile. 

“Yes, they’re previewing my cooking skills. They 
want to make sure I can prepare phantom meals to 
their liking.” Adam still spoke softly, as if he didn’t 
want to offend his high-class guests. 

“Maybe I can meet them,” I mused, trying to steel 
my resolve. The weight of the knife in my belt felt all 
too familiar. 

“No offense kid, but you kind of look like shit. Just 
give me the package, and I’ll introduce you when the 
deal is done, alright?” Adam seemed like he was trying 
to usher me out the door. 

“What are you planning, pig?” The boy’s mother 
asked this, her tone shifting from anger to confusion.  

“Nah,” I said taking a decisive step through the 
doorway, “I think I’ll just introduce myself now.” I 
pushed past Adam, so that I had a clear view of a 
square table in the center of the main living area. 
Candles surrounded two immaculately dressed old 
white people. The woman wore a blue evening gown 
that looked expensive and a considerable amount of 
foundation which did little to hide her rat face. The 
man wore a tux and looked similarly ghoulish. Their 
hands both worked fast, cutting and dissecting the rare 
meat on their plates efficiently. They would probe the 
surface of the steak and then slice it, stabbing it with 
their forks and bringing the bloody pieces into their 
mouths. I don’t know why, but it disgusted me. 

“You want to kill them too?” The ghost cackled as 
I approached the table. 

Suddenly, the knife from my belt was in my hand, 
and I was walking swiftly towards the table. I was 
confident in my first movement. With one swift slice I 
brought the carving knife down on the hand of the 
man as he brought his fork to his mouth. I was as 
strong as I was swift, just as my father had taught me. 
The table responded with a thunk as his hand came 
apart from the rest of his arm. I could hear the man 
screaming, but it seemed far off as I turned the knife 
on the woman, a long sweeping arc across her throat. 
Her head hit the floor before she could react to the 
attack. I turned back to the man who was gripping his 
blunt wrist. The red liquid got into his eyes and mouth 
as he continued to scream. 

“Do you mind if I take a seat?” I asked as the man 
continued to scream. 
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“Holy fucking shit! What did you do you?  You killed her?! You killed my wife, you cut my hand! My fucking 
hand! Do you know who I am? I SAID DO YOU KNOW WHO I AM?” The old motherfucker could have been 
anyone, but honestly, I didn’t care who he was. I only cared about what he did, and what he forced me to do. 

“I’ll take that as a yes,” I said as the man tried to stand up on his shaky legs. “Come on man, sit down. I 
think you’re being a little rude. I just got here and you’re going to leave?” 

“N- no I just…” The man’s mouth hung open like a dead fish, but he sat back down on the chair. I pushed 
his wife off the chair across from the man and took her place. 

“Yeah, I killed your wife, but don’t worry, I’m sure you’ll be with her soon. I don’t know where you’ll end up. 
Maybe you’ll become ghosts or maybe you’ll go to hell, but I doubt there’s going to be a happy ending for any of 
us.” I took a long breath knowing that I wasn’t going to get away with any of what I had done. 

“Wh- why… oh my God…” The man was staring at his wrist while he attempted to speak. It seemed to bleed 
for eternity as he tried to understand why I had decided to kill him. It was probably around this time that Adam 
ran away from the apartment to call the police. 

“I couldn’t let you torment that boy any further. I can’t undo what I already did with the little boy you 
wanted to eat, but I could prevent any more harm from being done to him. So, I feel I owe it to him to do this,” I 
explained as I placed the package on the table calmly. 

“She’s really dead…” The man’s eyes seemed to be glazed over as he went further into shock. 
“You know I was never really any good at remembering any of my father’s lessons, but I did always recall 

one spell he taught me. My father liked to work with candles when he performed his rituals. They don’t do 
anything for the ritual, contrary to popular belief, but my dad used them to set the tone when he butchered 
ghosts. It was just a single Latin word to light those candles.” I calmly explained the story to the man, stalling so 
that he would suffer more. 

“What? What are you even talking about?” The man’s face had become ghost white as I spoke and before I 
could react he fell out of his chair onto the ground.  

“Infernus!” I yelled as the man erupted into 
flames. His suit melted to his skin as he grasped the air 
with his claw-like fingers. White bone tips began to 
show beneath the skin on his hands as the screams got 
softer. The fire must have been affecting his vocal 
cords. I watched the fear and hatred in his eyes as any 
remaining light they had left drained away. I took a 
long breath trying to control the shakiness in my body 
and threw the package on top of the pyre. My father 
had taught me that fire and water were both forms of 
purification. I knew that the flames would cleanse the 
young boy’s spirit, but I also wondered if the flames 
would cleanse the old man of his sins. A part of me 
hoped that the old man would never find peace not 
even in the afterlife. I tried to quiet those evil thoughts 
because I know the reason why I killed them. It was to 
save that little boy’s soul, no matter the consequences. 

I turned back to the doorway suddenly aware that 
Adam was gone. In the doorway was the white figure 
of the boy’s mother. This was the first time I had seen 
her directly. The woman looked like a typical human 
who just happened to be ethereal, like a 3-D 
projection. She wore simple worn out jeans and a 
bomber jacket over a T-Shirt which had the words 
“Cool Mom” printed across the front. I had tears in my 
eyes as she smiled subtly at me. There was so much 
strife behind the calm expression.   

“Thank you,” she said as she faded into the empty 
air. 

 

“Normal is Painful,” drawing by Tracy Tran 
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on hunting foxes. 

-by Allison Newcomb-Jobe- 

 

She has to strain to spot it through the trees, but she can hear it — a somber song drifting like a cold 
front on the wind, a thrumming beat vibrating through the earth beneath her. She’s born witness to plenty 
before, albeit none this large and none from this distance. She knows a funeral procession when she hears it. 

Eira glances upwards, towards the glass spires upon the hill. A dark plume of smoke still rises against 
the sunrise, the wind casting it in her direction. The regret hits her hard, like an arrow in the gut, threatens to 
knock her out of her treetop perch. Her stomach lurches, but she grasps tighter to the branch, turns her 
attention to the birds circling overhead. One moment. That’s all she needs, just to control her breathing, and 
she’ll be golden. She closes her eyes, focuses on the inhale and the exhale, and — 

Something shifts beneath her. Someone far off calls out, unintelligible, and the response comes from 
someone far too close. Wet leaves squish under heavy boots. 

“No, nothing yet.” She risks a glance downwards, and through the brush spots him, the deep blue color 
of her father's family on his breastplate. 

She reels on instinct, and the branch beneath her snaps. 
She’s on her feet before she’s realized what’s happened, ducking through the woods despite the 

screaming pain in her ribs. She can’t afford to be injured. 
He follows. Of course he would, but some part of her had hoped he’d been one of the few men in this 

world gifted with sympathy. He calls something out, but Eira can’t hear it over the wind in her ears. 
She stumbles when her boot sinks into the mud, turns back just in time to see him break through the 

treeline into the small clearing. His weapon is drawn, sun glinting off the metal blade. She expects him to 
charge, to take the chance and cut her down like grain, but he stalls mere feet inside the clearing. 

“Eira?” he asks. He’s foreign. They make eye contact. 
“Aye.” 
There’s nothing stopping him, she realizes. She’s cornered, foot trapped in the mud, mere meters of 

empty grass between her and him. He could end it here, before it really begins. 
And yet, he doesn’t. 
There’s a low, sudden rumble in the woods behind him. She takes the chance when she sees him flinch 

— wrenches her foot free of the boot and takes off without it. 
She moves to take another step, hits the ground chest-first with a damp thud and resigns there, content 

to let the world swallow her in it’s open maw. She lets the tension in her muscles release and the exhaustion 
claim her bones. It’s the closest thing to rest she’s had all day, and despite the blades of grass tickling at her 
nose she’s grateful. 

Eira can’t bring herself to close her eyes — the adrenaline won’t fade while the burn on her forearm still 
ignites in pain every time she flexes a muscle. So she lies as still as she can, watches a rabbit dig himself a 
burrow under the brush and wishes she could do the same. He’s running late; winter’s due soon, and without a 
shelter to spend those cold nights he’ll surely die. 

As will she, she realizes, the dread pooling in her lungs like still water. 
She swallows, as best she can while lying face down on the dirt. She’s been here too long already — 

she’s certain roots are beginning to grow over her, pinning her down, restricting her breathing. She’s never 
been on her own before, not like this. She thinks, maybe, she can go back, for just a second, beg Father for 
forgiveness, to let her stay, but the pang of guilt in her heart reminds her that, no, she can’t, and the bright red 
mark is all that’s not ash of home, and the sun is starting to go down. 

She wrenches her eyes closed, focuses on her breathing once more. Her chest heaves with the effort. 
She turns her head away from where she’d watched the rabbit and wipes the dirt from her tear-stained cheek.  

She does not sleep peaceful, but she sleeps. 
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Veterans Hot Glass Mural 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the skills of Quad City artist, Joel Ryser from Hot Glass, Veteran students at Scott 

Community College (SCC) created a one-of-a-kind wall of glass art (pictured above). This 

mural was dedicated to soldiers who have fallen to suicide. The funding support from this 

project provides opportunities for SCC Veteran students to learn how to blow glass, be 

vulnerable, and to share their creative expression through this art.  

Rebecca Geiken, a military veteran, worked with Joel in the past on veteran projects at Hot 

Glass and she shared that, "when working on my glass piece nothing else mattered, I was 

focused. For Veterans being given this space to focus and block out all other noise is 

important.” Joel Ryser noted, "when working with hot glass at temperatures of 400 degrees, 

you have no choice but to focus. On most projects you work in 

teams of three and just like in the military you must trust in 

your buddy." We are excited that we are able to offer this 

experience to SCC Veteran students. 

This project was supported by many donors including the 

Lammers Family in memory of Donald & Patricia (Pat) 

Lammers and by Quad City Arts Dollars, provided by the 

Illinois Arts Council Agency, Hubbell-Waterman Foundation, 

and John Deere. 

Donald & Patricia (Pat) Lammers 
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ART MAP:  
Reference Map Below & Pages 36-37  

to Take a Self-Guided SCC Campus Art Tour! 
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See corresponding 

art map  

on page 35 

SCC 

ART 

AROUND  

CAMPUS 
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See 

corresponding  

art map  

on page 35 
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AROUND  
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Take an Honors Course Next Fall! 

Fall 2020 Honors Seminar 
Journey of Life: Issues of Choice and Collective Destiny 

How do the choices of an individual affect the destinies of others? 

This class will look at the choices made by historical figures and the effects those choices have had on the world at large. 

Students will have the opportunity to write their own autobiographies as their final projects. 
 

Instructor: Dr. Nnachi Umennachi 

Tuesday/Thursday 9:40-11:10        

Belmont Campus 

Course Number: HON-923 

Fall 2020 Honors Seminar 
Baseball in Literature & Film 

This course will explore themes that surround the sport of baseball, with stories about friendship, honor, 

morality, heroism, childhood, and more.  You need not be a fan of the game to enroll, just a fan of good stories, 

plays, poetry & prose.  Readings by W.P. Kinsella, John Updike, Ring Larder, Bernard Malmud & more.  Films 

include Shoeless Joe, Eight Men Out, Sugar, Field of Dreams, and Bull Durham.   

 

Instructor:  

Dan Baldwin 
 

Day & Time: 

Wednesday Nights 

6-9:15 
 

Belmont Campus 
 

Course Number: 

LIT-923 

“The one constant 

through all the years, 

Ray, has been baseball.  

America has rolled by 

like an army of 

steamrollers.  It has been 

erased like a blackboard, 

rebuilt and erased again.  

But baseball has marked 

the time.  This field, this 

game: it’s a part of our 

past, Ray.” 

Seating is limited!   

To register, speak with your advisor or contact: 

Jan Weis at jweis@eicc.edu  

or 

Dr. Brian Hilton at bphilton@eicc.edu 

3.5 GPA Required to Register 
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Fine Arts Courses Offered at SCC 
Art:  

Art Appreciation, Drawing, 2-D Design, Painting, Printmaking, Sculpture, Ceramics, Art History 1 & 2, 

Digital Photography 

Drama:  

Introduction to Theatre, Acting I & II, Rehearsal and Performance, Acting Lessons, Directing, Technical 

Theatre, Introduction to Film 

Writing/Literature:  

Creative Writing, Introduction to Literature, American Literature, African American Literature,  

Contemporary Literature, Children’s Literature, Other Special Topics Literature Courses 

Humanities:  

Humanities of the Early World, Humanities of the Renaissance, Humanities of the Modern World 

“Hello There” 

Photograph 

Deanne McCarthy     
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For inquiries about Inkwell, or to submit work for the next annual publication, email INKWELL@EICC.EDU. 


